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Abstract - Vessel traffic service (VTS) is a coast-side maritime service that helps build bridge teams in their secure navigation of ports 

and different areas that presents navigational complexities. The VTS is implemented in countrywide waters and provides vessels with 

information through transmissions and broadcasts on Very High Frequency (VHF) radio. With endured growth in the number, length, 

and shipment volumes of merchant’s vessels, the position of the VTS has lately ended up a rely on discussion, and it's been argued that 

changes, together with implementing an aviation-like control device, would be of a full-size gain for stakeholders and assure secure and 

green traffic movements inside the destiny. The complexity of methods in safety-critical domains, inclusive of maritime traffic control, 

is growing due to continuing technical, organizational, and environmental tendencies. The VTS is presently undergoing drastic changes, 

usually driven using techniques and projects focusing on increasing the general efficiency of the maritime transportation system via 

superior technology. To reduce the threat of unforeseen consequences, it is important to observe and apprehend the service and its 

contribution to traffic management before changes are carried out. The purpose of this paper has been to increase the overall information 

on the everyday performance of the VTS device and identify approaches to modeling the overall performance of the service, as a 

contribution to the continued debate on the future needs of maritime traffic control. 

 

Index Terms - VESSEL TRAFFIC SERVICE, Efficient traffic flow, Marine environment, Shipping accidents, Safe navigation 

 

I. INTRODUCTION  

Global Trade is one major source of all developments of human lives and civilizations. Shipping is considered the heart of the world 

economy. Around 90% of all goods are carried by ships through several sea routes crossing the waterbodies and connecting regions. 

Ensuring safety and security are the overarching requirements for an efficient and smooth flow of vessel traffic specifically in sea areas 

with high density of vessels. Initially, shore-based services were established to reduce delays and to ensure continuous traffic flow from 

and to the ports and harbors located a few miles inside and away from river estuaries. Radar-based assistance was provided to vessels 

off the coast which was then called vessel traffic services (VTS). It became obvious that such radar-based services may also be used as 

risk management tools, i.e., to reduce the number of accidents and minimize potential consequences of hazardous events. The concern 

of a disaster occurring at or nearby port areas expanded the use of shore-based radar surveillance and avoid potentially dangerous 

encounters of ships in inconvenient sections of fairways and sea areas.  

VTS are mostly established in national waters to protect the marine environment of coastal areas by monitoring vessel traffic and 

delivering information, warning, and advice or even instruction in case of developing risk or an existing danger has been identified by 

an operator in a VTS center. Nowadays, besides VTS, so-called Fleet Operation Centres (FOC) are increasingly introduced. FOCs are 

operated by shipping companies to monitor vessel traffic, but they are specifically established to exclusively observe the safe and 

efficient progress of only those ships belonging to the own company’s fleet.  

In figuring out the value of VTS in control of potentially risky geographic regions and guarding the marine environment, IMO has taken 

the task to provide the legal frameworks for VTS operation. IMO’s global conference for the safety of life at Sea (SOLAS 1974) presents 

the basics of VTS standards, regulations, and guidelines for the harmony of worldwide VTS operations. The usage of VTS is only 

mandatory in territorial waters and shall abide through the pointers as laid down in resolution A.857(20)1 adopted with the aid of IMO. 

This resolution requires that any VTS need to facilitate the allowance to interact with the traffic and respond to potentially risky 

situations developing within the VTS vicinity. However, after more than two decades of further technical and Technological 

advancements, this existing resolution is under revision by IMO. Any IMO-recognized VTS is providing information to vessels in the 

monitored region by broadcasting via VHF radio or on demand of an individual ship.  

VTS uses a bunch of equipment such as RADAR, AIS, VHF, and CCTV. Inland waterways are being monitored with cameras and 

different surveillance equipment acceptable for visual monitoring. however, in poor climates - rain, fog, or darkness - the visual gadget 

is of no use, and radar surveillance is the only proper form of surveillance. Radar has various benefits such as safety first, Cooperative 

objectives, active monitoring, traffic management, navigational recommendation and guidance, Inland waterways, confined and busy 

waterways, avoiding collisions, pollution, and groundings, expedite ship movements - increases performance, all-weather working 

functionality, supports search & Rescue operations, high availability with redundancy. For VTS and Coastal Surveillance, AIS allows 

all vessels in the Surveillance region to be robotically recognized. The AIS id is shown along the radar plot data and interrelated with 

the extracted radar target data. AIS can provide much more facts about the vessel, consisting of its type, length, shipment and destination, 

and many others. This data can be extraordinarily beneficial in know-how the cause of the voyage and more precise data about the 

vessel itself to help ensure safe navigation. but, the additional information is all entered manually and consequently, there are not any 

guarantees that it's been entered efficiently. Even the ship’s name is entered manually and there is no preferred convention as to the way 

                                                           
1   Resolution A.857(20) adopted on 27 November 1997 Guidelines for Vessel Traffic Services 
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it needs to be entered, or when. So, if a ship’s name is changed, there is no assurance that the AIS ship’s call could be updated on its 

AIS transponder. RADAR used in VTS enables smooth traffic flow, navigational assistance information broadcast surveillance, etc. 

 

OBJECTIVES: 

The main objective of this study is to inculcate the standard understanding of VTS along to minimize traffic delays as well as increase 

the efficiency of traffic flow in general. VTS being an aid to navigation fulfills the purpose of its sensing the traffic data along with 

monitoring and advising the vessels coming towards the shoreline to maintain harmony at or nearby port areas. VTS is a proven method 

for organizing maritime traffic in coastal areas. VTS enhances safety and efficiency as well as contributes to the marine environment. 

The main aim of this study is to shed light on what the VTS system does to monitor everyday performance to highlight the service’s 

contribution to the safe navigation of vessel traffic within port approaches. 

 

 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

Lucjan Gucma (2011) The era of standalone marine simulators has already passed. At present the crew of completely integrated 

simulators ought to act in the almost actual environment. Such simulators no longer require the usage of very strict algorithms 

implementation. On, research simulators appearing undertaking in the design of ports and coincidence reconstruction need to satisfy 

very strict standards of implemented software program and interactions among consumer and simulator. Such interplay between real 

specific contributors of the simulation in nearly real surroundings situations and in actual time could be very appealing. 

 

Lucjan Gucma (2011) The generation of standalone marine simulators has already surpassed. At present the team of fully included 

simulators may want to act in almost real surroundings. Such simulators require very lenient algorithms implementation. Contrary to 

that, studies simulator appearing task in the design of ports and twist of fate reconstruction ought to fulfill very strict criteria of carried 

out software and interactions between consumer and simulator. Such interplay among real exclusive members of the simulation in 

almost real surroundings conditions and in real-time is very appealing. 

The article gives the manner of design for such a simulator in hardware and software in addition to predicted results of research 

accomplished on it.  

 

Gesa Praetorius (2014) Vessel traffic provider (VTS) is a shore-facet maritime assistance service that supports bridge groups in their 

secure navigation of port processes and different regions that present navigational difficulties. The VTS is carried out in country-wide 

waters and provides vessels with statistics thru transmissions and proclaims on Very High Frequency (VHF) radio. With continued 

growth in the quantity, size, as well as volumes of shipments of merchant’s vessels, the function of the VTS has currently emerged as a 

matter of concern, and it's been argued that changes, inclusive of enforcing an aviation-like control system, could be of a huge gain for 

stakeholders and guarantee safe and efficient traffic movements inside the future. The complexity of approaches in protection-critical 

domains, which includes maritime traffic management, is growing because of continuing technical, organizational, and environmental 

developments. The VTS is presently undergoing drastic changes, in most cases pushed by techniques and initiatives focusing on raising 

the overall performance of the maritime transportation system through advanced technology. To reduce the risk of uncertain outcomes, 

it is very much vital to observe and identify the service provider and its contribution to traffic management prior to the changes being 

implemented. The reason for this paper has been to raise the overall understanding of the day-to-day performance of the VTS system 

and identify ways of modeling the overall performance of the service provider, as a contribution to the ongoing debate on the future 

requirements of maritime traffic control. 

 

M Baldauf (2020) VTS is considered as the shore-based total system to ensure the protection and performance of vessel traffic in 

national waters and to defend the marine surroundings of a coastal kingdom by tracking vessel traffic and sending out information, 

warning, and advice or even training in case of a growing dangerous situation or a current change has been identified by way of an 

operator in a VTS center. In recent times, Fleet Operation Centers (FOC) operated by using delivery groups to monitor their very own 

ship fleet is any other shore-based system affecting vessel visitors. However, thus far, there has been no steering or manner to address 

any capacity family members among VTS and a FOC yet. IMO acknowledges the final price of VTS inside the control of potentially 

high-hazard geographic areas and protection of the environment. For those purposes, three types of services are diagnosed, which are 

information service (INS), Navigational assistance service (NAS), and traffic organization service (TOS), which have precise functional 

traits. Moreover, the decision describes recommendations and standards for VTS, as well as for the qualifications and education of VTS 

operators. However, this resolution is under revision via IMO because of the speedy trade of enterprise, operation, and generation in 

the maritime domain. 

 

Gianiti Claresta (2020) As world trade is one essential source of all developments in human lives and societies. Safety and security are 

the overarching needs for the efficient and clean drift of vessel traffic mainly in the sea regions with an excessive density of vessels of 

crossing sea routes. At the start, shore-primarily based services had been hooked up to decrease delays and ensure non-stop traffic float 

from and to the ports and harbors located a few miles interior and far away from river estuaries. Radar-based assistance become given 

to vessels off the coast and developed into vessel traffic offerings (VTS). It became apparent that such shore primarily based offerings 

can also be used as hazard management tools, i.e. To reduce the wide variety of injuries and limit capacity consequences of dangerous 

events. The concern that a catastrophe would possibly appear in procedures and port areas itself, was furtherly expanded using shore-

based totally radar surveillance and punctiliously organizing traffic going with the flow to avoid potentially dangerous encounters of 

ships in inconvenient sections of fairways and sea regions. Currently, among others, there's a rapid growth of digitalization and 

automation within the maritime domain. The so-known e-Navigation idea is introduced by IMO. 
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Àfrica Uyà Juncadella (2020) The beginning of what is officially understood as a maritime traffic surveillance system date again to 

1946 when the primary experiments of mixing radar display devices with the transmission of radio messages referring to navigation in 

actual time were recorded at the port of Liverpool, United Kingdom. The improvement of radar for the duration of the Second World 

Conflict made it viable to reveal and accurately track maritime traffic, and its civil applicability was first utilized in Douglas, Isle of 

Guy, 1948 (Hughes, 2009) it has set up that the first legitimate reputation of the VTS system through the IMO was not until 1968. At 

the time it was the IMCO, Inter-Governmental Maritime Consultative Corporation, which followed, through the meeting of the Maritime 

Protection Committee, the decision A.158 (ES. IV). And this recommendation changed into obtained via ports as a treasured 

contribution to port protection and its methods. The birth of the standards that have been maintained to support the VTS carrier may be 

visible to make contributions to protection, increase efficiency, and additionally shield the marine surroundings, even though, inside the 

Sixties, it distinct only the instances of operations in oil terminals and ports in which noxious or dangerous cargoes were loaded and 

unloaded. 

 

Michael Baldauf (2021) As in keeping with the studies through UNCTAD, the worldwide shipping enterprise is liable for 80% of global 

change, so it is of utmost interest to perceive the challenges the international shipping industry is going to face in the coming future. 

That mission consists of a lack of certainly skilled and enjoyed personnel, increased demand for secure operations, and minimizing the 

number and results of injuries. Majorly these demanding situations can be addressed with the aid of developing and integrating 

digitalization, automation, and introducing automation technologies on board ships and ashore. 

 

F. Xavier Martínez de Osés (2021) Vessel traffic services (VTS) operators can manipulate the moves of ships in local coastal areas, and 

now have the technological ability to track vessels across the world, due to the fact all merchant vessels are currently geared up with 

global tracking systems. Digital records processing and satellite communications are effective equipment that the maritime zone is eager 

to take advantage of for safety, environmental protection, and efficiency. This paper opinions current guidelines and infrastructures in 

the VTS and the main European Union (EU) tasks that have utilized the ability of the virtual era and satellite technology. Through 

assessment of future traits, it additionally proposes, for the primary time, that there can be a need for a new technique to global maritime 

traffic services, given expected troubles in destiny tendencies inside this area. This method will keep in mind the introduction of oceanic 

vessel visitor offerings, wherein all personnel might exchange records, without state borders, between ships and onshore centers 

internationally. This additionally raises the troubles of how a new technological paradigm will fare against ancient barriers of legislative 

scope. 

 

Xinyu Zhang (2022) There are various troubles with the non-stop large-scale, excessive-pace, and expert development of waterway 

shipping ships, the lack of seafarers which makes the existing maritime traffic gadget face great stress. In such a situation improving 

the intelligence of waterway delivery and strengthening the protection of maritime surroundings has emerged as the most vital concern. 

currently, VTS offers visitors services to ships within areas commonly via voice interplay among operators and seafarers. The 

implementation of a Maritime Autonomous Surface Ship (MASS) will offer an increase to maritime trade and will assist to lessen the 

labor fee and emissions. 

 

Zhe Xiao’s (2022) Vessel Traffic System incorporates numerous information structures, which might be orchestrated for a collection 

of considered necessary functionalities. Serving the maritime traffic management industry, a huge definition of VTS structures embodies 

both hardware infrastructure and a software program-stack system. To provide higher services, commercial VTS systems have skilled 

consistent upgrading to come to be greater operational. However, the maximum of the existing VTS structures nevertheless works as 

passive facts sink for traffic imaging and monitoring, which lacks the desired level of intelligence and automation. Such structures 

consequently contain tedious human labor, fantastically counting on expert enjoyment and abilities. Nowadays, business customers 

searching for higher-choice support features that build device intelligence and assist reduce human intervention and remove human 

mistakes. 

 

F. Crestelo Moreno (2022) There has been an immense growth of the world merchant fleet in the latest decades has induced a boom in 

congestion and complexity in maritime traffic, especially in coastal areas, straits, and nearby channels. This fact, which acts negatively 

upon maritime protection, however, has intended a lower range of accidents, alternatively, they've even been reduced using half in the 

last decade. This anomaly is explained by way of the implementation of Vessel traffic services (VTS) in those war areas and for that 

reason, in this evaluation, we can observe, via the evaluation of different applicable research at the difficulty, the relationship among 

the human element and maritime protection, focusing at the discerning of the vessel traffic service operator (VTSO) as a link between 

safety and performance, exploring their staffing, education, functions, and elements affecting them inside the maritime machine. 

Nexhat Kapidani The implementation of VTMIS in Montenegr calls for large financial investment. This funding could not be supplied 

via the everyday price range of the maritime government in Montenegro. Having this in mind EU has diagnosed the importance of 

VTMIS and dedicated 2.8 million € through IPA finances, for the challenge of established order of VTMIS and the development of 

government response to marine pollution incidents. The overall goal of this undertaking is to enhance maritime protection and marine 

environmental safety in Montenegro, even as the challenge reason is the enhancement of the executive and technical performance of 

the Maritime protection branch inside the area of monitoring vessels, with unique regard to vessels carrying dangerous and polluting 

items 

 

III. CONCLUSIONS 

A holistic system approach to take a look at the existing maritime transportation as is has been carried out. It highlights the 

connections and interrelations of the single components of the maritime transportation system. The research evolved a future scenario, 

specifically that specializes in shore-based infrastructures for tracking and controlling vessel traffic taking into account the introduction 

of potentially unmanned and autonomously navigating ships. VTS is a socio-technical system to control and manage maritime traffic 

in port approaches and different regions that pose navigational difficulties to bridge teams in countrywide waters to boom the safety 

and efficiency of seaborne traffic. 
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IV. FINDINGS 

VTS is recognized as an aid to navigation all across the world. The major purpose of VTS is to monitor the vessel while heading 

towards the port or during transit at the shoreline areas to avoid traffic congestion. With time, VTS has evolved to a proactive zone, 

which specifically focuses on intelligent shipping ultimately reducing manual workloads and reduces human errors. The focus is to shed 

on the professional development of waterway transport ships, the shortage of seafarers, increased maritime traffic risks, and managing 

more. VTS helps to ensure the safety and efficiency of maritime transport including traffic management, traffic organization, and 

transport ways. The delays in traffic clearance are too significant to avoid; therefore, the evolution of VTS in the form of intelligent 

shipping has been proven to be of great use in the maritime industry. VTS systems serve as the primary instrument for maritime traffic 

safety management, having supported authorities’ duties on port traffic surveillance, which has ultimately helped to reduce marine 

accidents at a significant rate. VTS is backed by information technology which assists, gathers, stores, processes, and visualizes maritime 

data. Today, upgrading to a proactive VTS system is influenced by a higher expectation of domain end users for better services along 

with the challenges and pain points experienced in existing operational exercises. The next-generation VTS systems require coping with 

multimodal information and being prepared with superior AI models for predictive tasks in a prolonged prediction window, but with 

improvement in its accuracy. VTS systems incorporate various information systems, which might be orchestrated for a suite of requisite 

functionalities. Serving the maritime traffic management industry, a broad definition of VTS systems embodies each hardware 

infrastructure and software program-stack device. To provide higher services, industrial VTS systems have experienced constant 

upgrading to become more operational. Overall VTS is quite a significant tool for the management of maritime traffic along with 

avoiding delays and vessel accidents. 
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